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ABSTRACT

There is a long-standing failure to create an ethical culture around substance use disorders (SUDs) or dependence that actively supports people’s recovery efforts. Issues which impede the development of prorecovery environments are complex, but include the far-reaching effects of the social stigma that surrounds SUDs; and the failure to harness relational and social support that allows debates to transcend blaming individual substance users. As part of efforts to create prorecovery environments, it is important to acknowledge that bioethics debate on SUDs is narrow in scope, prioritising topics related to its traditional interests in individual autonomy and novel technologies. As a result, it has not played a significant role in helping to transform the ethical cultures in which substance use recovery takes place. For example, it largely neglects the ethical challenges of developing an empathic, person-centred approach to substance use problems that lists and responds to the voices of clients. It has also participated little in efforts to develop a positive response to reducing the toxic effects of stigma. Indeed, some contributions from the field fan stigma, rather than alleviate it. The aim of this paper is to seed broader ethical debate, in the context of SUDs; steering a course from the field fan stigma, rather than alleviate it. The aim of this paper is to seed broader ethical debate, in the context of SUDs; steering a course towards helping people to overcome the negative impacts of stigma. The aim of the paper is to seed broader ethical debate, in the context of SUDs; steering a course towards helping people to overcome the negative impacts of stigma.

INTRODUCTION

Substance use disorders (SUDs) or dependence are responsible for substantial health, economic and social costs. The opioid crisis and a sharp rise (49.4%) in alcohol use disorders in the USA evidence the importance of urgently addressing such conditions. Providing better treatment and prevention for SUDs is part of the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals. An array of behavioural and pharmacological interventions exist for substance use problems with a growing evidence base to support their use. For example, in addition to familiar 12-step support, social skills training, motivational aid and community reinforcement are also available. But the treatment people access, for a variety of reasons, can be substandard. Furthermore, research showing people recover from SUDs without treatment, makes it particularly important to understand the role of a person-centred approach in this context. Finally, other routes to controlling SUDs like, harm reduction strategies, require more attention even though they are often politically unpopular.

Barriers to quality treatment uptake and the recovery process are complex, but rooted in a toxic interplay of social and clinical factors, including: cost, lack of availability, consultation style and people being too ashamed to seek help due to SUDs being heavily stigmatised. The actual treatment people receive is only part of efforts to overcome SUDs. Also important are the environments in which recovery takes place, including the individual and social values that inform treatment provision and recovery contexts.

In the USA, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service and Administration (SAMHSA) defines recovery as a process ‘through which individuals improve their health and wellness, live a self-directed life and strive to reach their full potential’. It continues to articulate that this process requires ‘individuals to optimise their autonomy and independence by controlling their health-related choices; and social or relational aid that provides ‘hope, support and encouragement’ including ‘strategies and resources for change’. The reliance on both the autonomy and independence of individuals, and supportive relationships for recovery raises questions over how these two perspectives—individual choice and social support—can coexist in the context of SUDs. This is not least because the choices of people with SUDs are often branded as ‘irresponsible’ and, partly as a result, stigmatised. For the individual and social elements of the recovery process to work positively together it is important to afford them greater ethical attention.

I begin by briefly examining the contribution of bioethics to SUDs. I will then consider two areas that require ethical support to help make social and clinical environments prorecovery, namely: empathic, person-centred care (PCC) and efforts to use affirmation to overcome the negative impacts of stigma. The aim of the paper is to seed greater consideration, in academic literature and lay/professional communities, of fundamental ethical issues that undermine cultivating an ethical culture that supports, rather than thwarts people’s recovery efforts.

BIOETHICS AND ADDICTION

Ethical tensions associated with SUDs have received much attention in bioethics and in wider philosophical literature. Despite the volume of bioethics material that exists, the discussions it presents tend to be quite limited in scope. In this respect, bioethics debate coalesces around themes that are influenced by its traditional interest areas: the nature and protection of individual autonomy, rationality and related issues like informed consent; and the implications of developing and implementing novel technologies. This has led to debates on issues
such as: whether people with SUDs should be held morally responsible for their actions; the ability of people with SUDs to give informed consent to participate in treatment or research; the acceptability of coercing people into treatment; the implications for individual freedoms of drug screening and genetic testing and the ethical implications of novel drug treatments, including vaccinations against illicit drug use.

Despite its focus on autonomy, it is curious that bioethics has seldom entered the clinic’s doors and into the experience of people living with SUDs, or the social challenges presented. As Silkoff et al note, there is also a failure to ethically support healthcare practitioners in the field. Their review shows that the dominance of rule or principle-based guidance for SUDs rarely considers the value of relationships in recovery and the ethical challenges of supporting them. While there are some exceptions to this characterisation, the footprint of bioethics in the context of SUDs is not one that helps to create a positive pro-recovery environment. Its focus is too often blind to the importance of finding ways to cultivate humanising, person-centred responses to SUDs that acknowledge the individual and social challenges of recovery. I will now advance to examine themes that evidence-based research in the field highlights as important: relational, empathic, PCC and positive ways of eradicating or minimising stigma.

PCC AND SUPPORTIVE, EMPATHIC RELATIONSHIPS

Commitments to PCC are well established in health systems. A person-centred approach is driven by practical and ethical imperatives to elicit the values and preferences of service users. Among the practical drivers of PCC are the need to provide quality care that is tailored to the service users’ particular needs and preferences in an efficient and sustainable manner. Ethical drivers for PCC include the need to safeguard the values and rights of individuals. It is this same type of person-centred approach which features in the recovery process outlined by SAMHSA. The Institute of Medicine has also recommended that, despite concerns over intermittently impaired decision making being associated with SUDs, PCC should and can be used in this field.

Related to PCC is literature supporting the importance of effective therapeutic relationships in the context of SUD treatment. A strong therapeutic alliance is as significant as the type of treatment a person receives. As Miller et al note, ‘treatment method is not the only, and often not even the primary determinant of client outcomes.’ The variation in the success of therapists, including some with particularly poor outcomes, raises concerns over the performance of individual counsellors, therapists and treatment facilities. Research suggests there are a range of relational factors that have a positive impact, including: therapists having ‘strong interpersonal skills’, alliance building with clients, collecting client feedback and empathy. Empathic consultations with clients have been presented as a significant influence on achieving positive outcomes. Rogers describes empathy as ‘temporarily living in the other’s life, moving about in it delicately without making judgements’. The importance of strong, empathic relationships with clients has been linked to their ability to assist people to feel ‘safe and understood’, thereby helping to overcome their sense of alienation, resistance to assistance and behavioural change. Conversely, confrontational consultation styles can result in more resistance from clients.

Despite commitments to PCC, the treatment people with SUDs receive can fail to deliver the type of care that respects people’s choices and values. Indeed, it has been argued that the care provided to those with SU problems stands in ‘stark contrast’ to the requirements of a person-centred approach. For example, people are offered a restricted range of treatment options based around a 12-step model and, as a result, limited pharmacological support; and healthcare professionals can hold negative views of SUDs, which impacts on the treatment they provide. The problems dogging SU treatment provision are exemplified by a case in which a nurse in Canada recently won a legal challenge against his employer—a healthcare institution—for mandating participation in Alcoholics Anonymous, and terminating his position when he did not attend. As an atheist, he did not want to participate in a programme with a spiritual dimension. As other evidence-based treatments exist, ignoring a person’s choice in this way fails to respect commitments to PCC; and suggests that people with SUDs can be treated less favourably than those with other health conditions. As White has argued, doubts around the capacity of people with SUDs to make choices about their treatment need, in the context of PCC and diverse recovery options, to be replaced by increasing the role people have in their own recovery. It is, therefore, important to give greater ethical attention to failures to provide PCC in the context of SU treatment to help strengthen its role in creating a pro-recovery ethical culture.

Person-centred care: more than less paternal

A person-centred approach is often grounded in a traditional account of autonomy linked to self-determination and independence. We have seen such a reading of autonomy is also linked to recovery. However, this foundation is too individually focused to help develop an ethical culture that easily supports recovery. There are a number of reasons for this: a simple focus on self-determination, while intended to empower, does not provide sufficient support to help us move beyond seeing people as solely responsible for what is a complex biopsychosocial condition. The focus remains on the person seeking treatment, not the professionals providing it. It also gives inadequate decision-making support to help people work through what is the best course of action for them: independence has been linked to abandonment. Finally, a focus on self-determination lacks the ability to highlight that what a person-centred approach requires is not leaving people to their own devices (by being less paternalistic), but actively engaging with and supporting them to make informed choices about their recovery options.

In the context of SUDs, the importance of PCC being more than less paternalistic are, for example, illustrated by Schwartz et al in their study that questions the value of PCC in the context of methadone treatment. The study understands PCC as providing treatment ‘tailored to the patients’ preferences and needs’. It aims to achieve this by participants being ‘encouraged but not required to attend individual and/or group counselling’, and participants not being ‘discharged for rule infractions’ such as not attending counselling, failing to pay fees and loitering. Measuring such features, however, does not meaningfully assess a person-centred approach to substance use. This is because making treatment ‘less disciplinarian’ does not necessarily capture the preferences of clients; rather it paternalistically imposes what the authors assume clients might want. The only way to determine this is to ask clients about their priorities and choices. It is feasible that some clients may prefer the order and regime that the study authors consider contrary to PCC and autonomy. A person-centred approach that does not engage with a person’s values or support their choices, is person centred in name only.
In the context of SUDs, not engaging with the views of service users could point, not only to an implementation failure, but a deep antipathy to valuing the preferences or choices of people in this stigmatised group. Given this, it is important to examine strategies for increasing the attention afforded to the perspective of people with SUDs as part of efforts to improve the ethical culture in which recovery takes place.

Empathy and substance use disorders

As noted above, therapist empathy is thought to play a significant role in psychosocial therapies as a way to overcome client alienation and to help their engagement with treatment. However, a ramifications of the lack of ethical attention given to relationships in recovery, is that empathy is also underexamined. Yet beyond the substance use field, there is much ethical debate on this topic which helps to highlight some of the challenges surrounding the use of empathy to support recovery.

Ethical thought on empathy highlights the lack of clarity over what it requires and the need for greater specificity.18 While the nature of empathy is disputed, there is agreement it should not be reduced to mimicking the experience of others, emotional contagion, nor be confused with sympathy.39 40 The key to empathising is getting ‘inside’ another person’s ‘situational psychological states while maintaining clear self-other differentiation’.39 This raises questions over whether it is possible to accurately know other peoples’ experience. van Dijke et al41 note that empathy has been rejected as a form of projection that does not really help us understand the experience of others. However, even if we do not reject the possibility of empathising with others, ethical questions remain. There are, for example, concerns that empathy might result in poor or unethical decisions.52 While valuable, reliance on empathy could, therefore, yield too much control to poor judgements and too little to corrective, professional guidance. Also for debate, is exactly whose or what experiences are likely to be accessible to us. We are thought to be able to empathise most easily with those closest to us and less well with experiences we do not understand.39 40 In this respect, in the context of abortion, Slote argues we are more likely to emphasise with a new born, rather than a fetus precisely because we cannot really have insight into the experience of a fetus.40

These points raise questions over the ease with which empathy can be promoted in the context of SUDs. Given that empathy is argued to be easiest for those you are closest to, it should follow that the significant others of people with SU problems find it easy to empathise with them. However, arguably the frustration family members may experience regarding another’s substance use does not suggest closeness necessarily leads to empathy. This concern is exacerbated by the fact that empathy can be impaired among those with SUDs44; making the cultivation of empathy skills an important part of recovery.44 For significant others to empathise or ‘get inside’ the experience of those who can intermittently fail to show them the same respect, poses a significant moral challenge. This is important because families and significant others are increasingly seen to have an important role in recovery.45 That is, even though significant others have often been informed they need to wait for a substance user to want help, or ‘hit rock bottom’, they can use other, more positive strategies to help promote recovery. Like therapists, this includes significant others adopting an approach based on encouragement and empathy. But if empathising is actually ethically difficult for some significant others, it is doubtful how much responsibility they should be asked to assume. While training and support may help, the ethical requirements—relentless supererogation—may be too great to allow some to play a positive role. This being so, it is important that what is asked of people is ethically assessed on a case-by-case basis.

Finally, it is also necessary to consider the implications of this for therapist empathy. Given claims that empathy is easier for those ‘closest’ to the person, it might be thought to follow that therapists find it hard. However, the distance of therapists from the possible harms associated with a particular person’s substance use, together with their professional, and sometimes personal, insights into SUDs suggests the benefits of familiarity can be achieved in a variety of ways. Yet the variation in therapist consultation styles and attitudes suggests reliance on empathy is far from unproblematic. In order to support such engagement in the context of SUDs, more dedicated ethical assessment is needed. As part of this work, it is important to lead debates away from a reliance on principles—like autonomy based on non-interference—which promote separateness over relatedness; and which lack the critical abilities to appraise behaviour—professional or client—that may be deleterious for health or strong relationships.

The reach of relational autonomy

Self-determination theory (SDT) has played an important role in driving a relational approach to substance use treatment. It is based on supporting three basic psychological needs—competence, relatedness and autonomy.46 Its exponents emphasise that autonomy does not have to be portrayed as independence.47 So it avoids the problems associated with a traditional bioethics approach, making SDT helpful in enriching debates around autonomy in the context of psychosocial treatments. In this respect, it shares much with feminist ethics and its relational concept of autonomy. That is, the conviction that people rarely become autonomous by being left to their own devices, but need support from others48; a view which is consistent and even imperative to a PCC approach.53 But as Ells et al43 argue, healthcare professionals can continue to operate with misconceived and outdated concepts of autonomy that prioritise non-interference to such an extent that clients are left isolated. As a result, the influence of relational autonomy is limited. Indeed, even those who argue for the importance of strong relationships use a traditional concept of autonomy when discussing professional ethics.46 This highlights that the relational standards at the heart of SUD are unlikely to be commonplace in treatment contexts for SUDs. For example, the ethics code of the NAADAC, the Association for Addiction Professionals in the USA defines autonomy simply as allowing ‘others the freedom to choose their own destiny’.49

Apprehensions about the reach of relational autonomy are exacerbated by the fact that treatment and recovery do not take place in a social vacuum. It is not only health professional attitudes that matter for recovery efforts: Meier et al47 report, therapeutic relationships are aided by wider social networks. This makes it significant that in liberal democracies a narrow understanding of autonomy, linked to individual choice, tends to dominate public consciousness. As a result, a relational understanding of autonomy is not necessarily widespread among significant others or the general public. This hinders efforts to develop a prorecovery ethical culture around SUDs because the prominence of individual choice does not easily support a move away from blaming individuals for SUDs, or highlight the need for active, positive support from others. However, it is not only a failure to adopt a relational understanding of autonomy that impedes the development of a more beneficial approach to recovery, but the stigma that surrounds it.
CONFRONTING STIGMA

At the heart of obstacles to creating an ethical culture that supports recovery is the stigmatisation of SUDs. Internationally, diagnostic tools for substance use issues vary, but both Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition and International Classification of Diseases-11 (ICD-11) include characteristics such as a tragi urge or impaired control over substance use; continuing to use a substance despite risks and mounting harm to self or others. Relapse is also a feature of substance use problems. These characteristics, and the negative stereotypes to which they give rise lead to SUDs being one of the most stigmatised health conditions. The stigmatisation of substance users is evident in the attitudes of both the general public and healthcare professionals. People with SUDs are often socially discredited or viewed as having ‘spoiled’ identities. For a range of reasons, this plays a significant role in the availability of treatment for SUDs, its quality and accessibility. For example, external or structural stigma influences the level of financial support available for substance use problems and the way people are treated within health systems. Stigma perceived internally by the person with a substance use problem, can prevent treatment seeking and lead to feelings of exclusion. The role of stigma is particularly harmful because it undermines building the supportive relationships which are so critical for recovery.

Stigma reduction

In recent years, despite the harms associated with stigma, ethicists have been drawn into making and debating claims that stigma has a positive role in controlling behaviour-related chronic health conditions. However, research identifies the importance of positive stigma reduction measures including: education, supporting healthcare providers to interact with people with stigmatised conditions, direct contact with stigmatised groups/individuals, empowering the stigmatised through a person-centred approach, questioning unconscious biases, advocacy and protest. Of importance to these different avenues to reducing stigma is, as Corrigan et al note in the context of mental health issues, the need to include strategies aimed at promoting ‘affirming attitudes’ around stigmatised conditions; this includes fostering hope and the belief that recovery is possible. In this respect, self-determination and individual choice are proposed as ‘the crux’ of building an affirmative recovery culture. The rationale for this is that self-determination affords a sense of empowerment. As we have seen, PCC also seeks to improve treatment quality and outcomes by giving greater importance to the voices of service users. However, I have argued that placing an unnuanced understanding of autonomy at the heart of PCC can undermine the creation of an ethical culture that supports recovery and actually perpetuate stigma. In the context of a condition marked by relapse, affirmation dependent on individual, client effort can quickly lead to claims people are irresponsible; and obscure the responsibilities others have to actively create supportive recovery environments.

CONCLUSION

For ethical and practical reasons, the choices of people with SUDs must be at the heart of efforts to develop a prorecovery ethical culture. However, a simple emphasis on self-determination and non-interference is insufficient. Without a stronger relational or social component, an individual focus can fuel a vicious circle which sees people with SUDs as responsible for their condition, blameworthy and the justifiable target of stigma. A reliance on self-determination also lacks the critical abilities to: support individuals to identify or establish their values-based choices; educate communities to respond constructively and proportionately to issues around SUDs; and move beyond a focus on individual clients to encourage the questioning of professional shortcomings. Finally, supporting the recovery process through individual choice or self-determination is challenging in social environments marked by an ambivalence, even hostility, towards those with SUDs. An ambivalence so great that many seeking to recover from alcohol or drug problems still opt to remain in 12-step programmes based on anonymity. Efforts to use individual affirmation to improve quality treatment and recovery chances must reconsider their ethical implications and the type of support that is actually required for the task at hand.
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